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IMF conditionalities: ex-finance ministers express different views 
ISLAMABAD: Two former finance ministers - Dr Hafiz pasha and Dr Salman Shah expressed widely 
different views with respect to rigidity (or not) of International Monetary Fund (IMF) conditionalities 
based on the size of loan. IMF conditionalities are standard and are unlikely to be relaxed, irrespective of 
the amount borrowed, said former Finance Minister Dr Hafeez Pasha while talking to Business Recorder. 
 
Dr Pasha clarified that ''whether Pakistan borrows a big or small amount following the Saudi package the 
conditionalities are unlikely to be relaxed though some adjustments maybe allowed. The stabilization of 
Pakistan''s economy will be the primary focus of the IMF as current account and fiscal deficit are two 
major challenges today''. Pasha said the current account deficit for the last fiscal year has been revised 
upward by the State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) to $19 billion and fiscal deficit at 6.6 percent of the GDP and 
whenever IMF prepares its package for any country, stabilization is its core objective. 
 
Former finance minister Dr Salman Shah did not concur and said that IMF conditionalities would not be 
as harsh as would have been the case if Pakistan had requested a big package, adding that with the Saudi 
package Pakistan is in a better position to negotiate with the Fund. 
 
IMF conditionalities may be combination of both including standard targets as well as targets based on 
the size of the loan but Dr Shah added that structural reforms are in Pakistan''s own interest that would put 
the country on the path of attracting investment. 
 
He further said that there will be no difficulty for Pakistan during negotiation with the IMF team next 
month as government has already implemented politically difficult decisions notably increasing electricity 
and gas prices as well as depreciation of the rupee. Dr Salman Shah further stated that that there are many 
things in IMF standard structural reforms that the present government promised to undertake for instance 
reforming tax system to broaden the tax base and improving power sector performance by reducing line 
losses and theft. All these reforms are critical to improve Pakistan''s competitiveness but have remained 
unimplemented by previous governments despite committing to the Fund, owing to lack of political will. 
Now there is time for present government to seriously undertake these reforms and whatever it commits 
to the IMF must be implemented, added Shah. 
 
Shah said that IMF programme is crucial for Pakistan as it would provide international certification to the 
country for accessing the international market and attracting investment. He urged the government to 
improve the investment climate of the country without delay if it wants investors to invest in the country. 
Currently, he stated there are hurdles at every step and every level for investors and no will come to 
Pakistan if these problems are not addressed. 
 
Former Finance Minister stated that the government has to bring about a change in the system to restore 
investor confidence and facilitate them by effectively dealing with red-tapism. He said that investment is 
the foremost requirement of the country. 
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